<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Authors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| AFRICA      | Peter Allison -- Whatever You Do, Don't Run: True Tales of a Botswana Safari Guide  
               Bill Bryson -- Bill Bryson's African Diary  
               Rosemary Mahoney -- Down the Nile: Alone in a Fisherman's Skiff  
               Mark C. Ross -- Dangerous Beauty: Life and Death in Africa  
               Paul Theroux -- Dark Star Safari: Overland from Cairo to Cape Town  |
| ANTARCTICA | Liv Arnesen and Ann Bancroft -- No Horizon is So Far: Two Women and their Extraordinary Journey Across Antarctica  
               Peter Hillary -- In the Ghost Country  
               Nicholas Johnson -- Big Dead Place: Inside the Strange and Menacing World of Antarctica  |
| ASIA        | David Bresleurs -- High Exposure: An Enduring Passion for Everest and Unforgiving Places  
               Elaine Brook -- Land of the Snow Lion: An Adventure in Tibet  
               Charlie Carroll -- Peaks on the Horizon: Two Journeys Through Tibet  
               Jason Elliot -- Unexpected Light: Travels in Afghanistan  
               Bruce Feiler -- Learning to Bow: Inside the Heart of Japan  
               -- Walking the Bible: A Journey by Land Through the Five Books of Moses  
               Rob Gifford -- China Road: A Journey into the Future of a Rising Power  
               Bear Grylls -- The Kid Who Climbed Everest  
               Heinrich Harrer -- Seven Years in Tibet  
               Peter Hessler -- Oracle Bones: A Journey Between China's Past and Present  
               Edmund Hillary -- View From the Summit  |
| EUROPE      | T. E. Lawrence -- Seven Pillars of Wisdom: A Triumph  
               Anne Morrow Lindbergh -- North to the Orient  
               Sarah Macdonald -- Holy Cow  
               Rosemary Mahoney -- In Siberia  
               -- Shadow of the Silk Road  
               Beryl Markham -- West with the Night  
               Orhan Pamuk -- Istanbul: Memories and the City  
               Mark Salzman -- Iron & Silk  
               Rory Stewart -- The Prince of the Marshes: And Other Occupational Hazards of a Year in Iraq  
               Paul Theroux -- The Great Railway Bazaar: By Train Through Asia  
               Wilfred Thesiger -- Arabian Sands  
               Colin Thubron -- Among the Russians  
               -- Behind the Wall: A Journey Through China  |
| AUSTRALIA  | Bill Bryson -- In a Sunburned Country  
               Bruce Chatwin -- Songlines  |
| NORTH AMERICA | Barbara Grizzuti Harrison -- Italian Days  
               Tony Hawks -- Round Ireland with a Fridge  
               Geret Mak -- In Europe: Travels Through the Twentieth Century  
               Ferenc Mates -- A Vineyard in Tuscany: Shooting for the Moon  
               Frances Mayes -- Under the Tuscan Sun: At Home in Italy  
               Peter Mayle -- A Year in Provence  
               Paul Theroux -- The Kingdom by the Sea: A Journey Around the Coast of Great Britain  
               Michael Tucker -- Living in a Foreign Language: A Memoir of Food, Wine, and Love in Italy  
               Christopher Winn -- I Never Knew That About Ireland  |
| BILLY BARICH | The Long Way Home: On the Trail of Steinbeck's America  |
| BILL BRYSON  | Walk in the Woods: Rediscovering America on the Appalachian Trail  |
| BRUCE CHATWIN | Visit to Don Atavio: A Traveler's Tale from Mexico  |
| MICHAEL CUNNINGHAM | Land's End: A Walk in Provincetown [MA]  |
| ART DAVIDSON | Minus 148 Degrees: First Winter Ascent of Mt. McKinley  |
| BILL GEIST | Way Off the Road: Discovering the Peculiar Charm of Small Town America  |
| LINDA GREENLAW | The Lobster Chronicles: Life on a Very Small Island  |
| KEN HALLORAN | Travel Tales... an Old Retiree, His RV, His Dog and His Woman (not necessarily in order of preference) Hit the Road  |
| SAM KEITH | One Man's Wilderness: An Alaskan Odyssey  |